
Taking your career to the NEXT level 

You've probably been there.  
 
You've spent a while in a job and feel like part of the office furniture.  
 
You decide it's time you moved out of your comfort zone and aimed for something more - a promotion maybe, or 
a change of employer. 
 
Or perhaps it's not a drastic change that you're hankering after just yet - you just feel at a standstill in your 
current role and you want to develop new skills, or take on a fresh challenge. 
 
So, how do you go about progressing your career to the next level?  
 
Skills Improvement Network offers a coaching and mentoring program focused at challenging attitudes and 
changing lives  through exploring opportunities for growth and personal development.  Our hands-on engaging 
approach to collaboration with interviewing techniques, CV revamp, presentation skills etc. have yielded results 
and proved useful to a vast number of people who found themselves either at "cross roads" or at "dead-ends" 
with their carrier options.   
 
The aims of the programme are: 

 To improve the employability of Mentees and encourage them to gain appropriate employment  

 To help mentees build confidence in applying for jobs and develop interview skills  

 To give mentees an insight into particular industry of interest and possibilities  

We are committed to empowering each mentee to take ownership of their life and decisions.  

 
Remember... 

A Success is one who decided to succeed - and worked 

A Failure is one who decided to succeed - and wished 

A Decided failure is one who failed to decide - and waited 

 
If you feel the passion for success and a desire to move your career to the next level, completing the attached 
Mentee Form is your first step towards success. 
 
Welcome to our world of possibilities where even the sky is not our limit... 
 

 
 


